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As mentioned in my introduction, my convictions about the best method of training a horse on the lunge line 

have changed somewhat over the past years. The main reason being that I do not agree with the ways most 

trainers use side-reins when lunging their horse. Also, sticking to one circle must be very boring to the horse – 

and in my opinion there can be no efficient learning going on, when the pupil is bored.  

The use of side-reins: 

However, as side reins are required for vaulting to prevent the horse from stretching his head down and losing 

the vaulters who are performing on his neck, I will repeat the chapter from the Handbook here as it was. Even 

then I stated that I disagree with fixing the lunge over the horse’s head as shown at the bottom of page 41, as it 

is a very harsh way of giving an aid to the horse. If your horse is so unwilling to cooperate that hard aids like this 

are needed, then you are doing something wrong!! Please go to the H.E.M. Blogs and learn to motivate your 

beast in a better way. And go to the Lunge Blogs and learn to get him interested in games he might learn to like! 

In my Book “From Leading to Liberty” it is also Chapter 7 – full of lunging games! My horses loved them, so give 

them a try. 

Forcing your horse into the correct “dressage position” with side-reins is as wrong as it is ineffective. Side-reins 

cannot collect a horse! And collection is most necessary in vaulting, if this sport is to be a healthy occupation for 

the horse. Collection, i.e. the arching upward of the horse’s back, to bring the hind quarters more under his 

gravity point to better carry weight, must be learned under the rider. But in my book “From Leading to Liberty” 

there is also a whole chapter (Chapter 5, Mobilisation) dedicated to gymnastic games for your horse to prepare 

him for correct muscle use and body position. These Learning Games are very beneficial to your horse!  He must 

be healthy to carry up to three persons on his back in canter!! 

The use of the whip: 

Learn to be really precise with your whip movements – the very long lash of our vaulting whips are a challenge 

for any beginner. Do the recommended pre-exercises (see the Lunge Blog) with a traffic cone, so as to not drive 

your horse mad with your first attempts. Once you are proficient, you should be able to touch your horse on the 

croup as light as a fly.  Or at the hind legs without lassoing your horse or getting entangled in his tail  – woe to 

you, if such things happen, while your vaulters are in a high exercise! 

Which hand to perform on: 

You will learn from the publications dealing with the vaulting competition rules applicable to your area/country/ 

or planned competition, whether your vaulters must perform on both the right and the left hand. The rules have 

changed! And much better for the horse too, much less one-sided strain for his legs. In any case, at home you 

should train both sides fairly evenly, for your horse’s health as well as your vaulters’ mental and physical 

flexibility.  

 

 





























 


